Recent results obtained using the data sample collected on the Υ(4S) resonance with the Belle detector at the KEKB asymmetric-energy e + e − collider and the Babar detector at the PEP-II asymmetric-energy e + e − collider are discussed. Measurements of several charmless and charmed baryonic B decay branching fractions are reported, and some behaviors and mechanisms are discussed.
Introduction
Baryonic decays of B mesons, which contain a heavy bottom quark and a light up or down quark, can provide a laboratory for a range of particle physics investigations like: measurements of baryonic decay branching fractions; trends in decay rates and baryon production mechanisms; searches for exotic states, excited baryon resonances and intermediate states; examination of the angular distributions of B-meson decay products to determine baryon spins; and measurements of radiative baryonic B decays that could be sensitive to new physics through flavor-changing neutral currents. In 2002, a charmless three-body baryonic B decay, B + → ppK + 1 , was observed at Belle. Moreover, the peaking distribution near the threshold in M pp spectrum displays that larger energy meson is flavored during the decay process and matches the theoretical expectation. After this exhortative discovery, many other similar observations were accomplished, and many theoretical calculations were done for the sake understanding the mechanism of these decay modes. In this paper, we'll report some results of baryonic B decays, studied in 2007 ∼ 2009. In this paper 2 , the charmless three-body decays B → ΛΛh are studied, where h stands for π + , K + , K 0 , K * + , or K * 0 , using a 605f b −1 data sample collected at the Υ(4S) resonance with the Belle detector at the KEKB asymmetric energy e + e − collider. One can simply replace the sd −sd diquark pair with an ud −ūd pair to establish a one-to-one correspondence between B → ΛΛh and B → pph decays. A common feature of these decays is that the baryon-antibaryon mass spectra peak near threshold. The K + meson carries the energetics quark from theb →s transition so that a threshold enhancement of the baryon-antibaryon system is naturally formed. However, there is another possibility that theΛ (instead of the K + ) carries thes from theb →s transition. It is interesting to know the role of thiss quark in B → ΛΛK ( * ) weak decays.
Using 657 ×10 6 BB events, low mass M ΛΛ enhancements near threshold for both the ΛΛK 0 and ΛΛK * 0 modes are still observed, with 12.4σ and 9.3σ significance, respectively. The Table 1 . The small value of B(B + → ΛΛπ + ), the large value of B(B 0 → ΛΛK 0 ), and the absence of a peaking feature in the cos θΛ distribution for B + → ΛΛK + indicate that the underlying dynamics of B → ΛΛh are quite different from those of B → pph. These results also imply that thes quark fromb →s penguin diagram does not necessarily hadronize to form a K + ; the probability of forming aΛ is not negligible. In addition, because B(B 0 → ΛΛD 0 (B + → ΛΛπ + )) is much smaller than B(B 0 → ppD 0 (B + → ppπ + )), it appears that diquark pair popping out from the vacuum for us −ūs (sd −sd) is suppressed compared to uu −ūū (ud −ūd). In this analysis 6 , a detailed study of the intermediate three-body decayB 0 → Σ c (2455) 0p π + observed in the previous analysis ofB 0 → Λ + cp π + π − 7 is performed, based on a data sample of 388 × 10 6 BB events, corresponding to 357f b −1 accumulated at the Υ(4S) resonance with the Belle detector. Hereafter, Σ c (2455) is denoted as Σ c in this analysis.
A broadpπ + mass structure near 1.5 GeV/c 2 , denoted asN 0 , a uniform cosθp distribution with a sharp forward peak , and a low mass Σ 0 c π + enhancement, denoted as X + Σ 0 c π + , are observed. Here, cosθ p is the cosine of the angle between thep momentum and the direction opposite to the B momentum in thepπ + rest frame. In order to describe thepπ + mass structure, which is not explained by a simple phase space non-resonantB 0 → Σ 0 cp π + decay, an intermediate two-body decayp → Σ 0 cN 0 with a resonant stateN 0 →pπ + is considered. However, forward cosθ p peak and the Σ 0 c π + low mass structure still cannot be reproduced with these two modes only. Therefore, one additional modeB 0 → X + Σ 0 c π +p is introduced to account for the observed features. As the low M Σ 0 c π + structure is close to threshold, it produces a forward peak in the cosθ p distribution. Because a good candidate to interpret this broad structure are not found within known Σ 0 c π + resonant states, a threshold mass enhancement is assumed. Therefore, to explain these structures, contributions from an intermediate two- 
This is the first observation of the decay B − → Σ c (2800)p; however, the mass of the observed excited Σ 0 c state is (2846 ± 8 ± 10) MeV/c 2 , which is somewhat inconsistent with PDG value 11 . Finally, the spin of the Σ c (2455) 0 baryon is measured to be 1/2 as predicted by the quark model. This is the first measurement of the spin of this state. 
